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BACK
to basics

3D NAIL ART
ROSES

1                                    To plan a flower design, draw a 
circle, cut it in half with a line & 
place your petals inside it. Then 

design your rose by placing 4 petals, in 
a circle while giving each petal a swirly 
line in its shape. The drawing will show 
the rose looking thin & flat, resembling 
a 4-leaf clover.

2                                    The second layer of petals 
needs to stack across the first 
layer of petals. This layer will be 

thicker, yet will use slightly smaller 
beads. Continue to stack the petals  by 
overlaying them between the lower 
petals to build up the rose.

3                                    When creating miniature 
roses, 2 layers of petals may 
be enough to present the 

flower, or there may be enough room 
to add a last layer in the very center. If 
adding this third layer, pick up a tiny 
bead, place it, with the brush upright 
in the center & lean back to form the 
petal. Create a spiral effect in the 
center of the flower to make it seem 
as if the flower is opening up.

4  The leaves of a rose are larger than other flowers, so create a wider leaf for 
this style. Add a connecting rose by placing the petals between 2 of the 
original ones for harmonious composition, using the template of adding 

flowers showcased earlier in the series. Keep adding leaves, petals & rosebuds until 
the design feels complete.

WHAT YOU NEED 
L&P Acrylic artificial nail system (monomer & clear, white & colored powders), L&P acrylic 

brushes, lint-free wipe, dappen dish, pen & paper for planning

GETTING PREPARED
Place on your nail desk your choice brand of L&P acrylic monomer liquid & polymer powder, 
a dappen dish, lint-free wipes & wax paper with the #6 & #3 brushes & a desk lamp to see 

your work clearly, since you are working in miniature.

PLANNING THE ROSE DESIGN 
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5                             Choose several colored powders 
to create your palette. 6                             To start your design,  double-dip 

your brush in an accent color & a 
white colored powder, let off 

excess & wait until creamy. Apply to the 
nail keeping the darker color on the 
inside of the petal. 

7                             Place your brush near the center 
of the flower & lean back, then 
spread your petal out nice & thin. 

Remember, at this stage we are focusing 
on the rose looking like a 4-leaf clover. 

9  Take a smaller bead & place 
the third bead on the nail. Pick 
up & place the fourth bead. You 

can see the double-dipping is creating 
a stunning gradient of color adding to 
the rose’s dimension. 

10  The first layer of petals is now 
placed in a circular shape, it is  
flat & thin, ready for the next 

layer of stacked petals to be added. 

11  Double-dip your brush & pick 
up the first bead to start the 
second layer of the rose. Place 

the bead between 2 petals of the 
4-leaf clover. Place the brush towards 
the center of the flower & lean back, 
not too much, as you want to create a 
thicker/higher petal over the first layer. 
Use the tip of your brush to lift up the 
edge of the petal. 

8  Double-dip the brush & pick up 
the second bead, placing it 
opposite the first bead. 

12  Keep adding your petals with 
small beads of double-dipped 
product. Use the tip of the brush 

to lean back and then lift up the petal to 
give the flower its movement. Keep 
definition in the flower by double-
dipping & giving each petal some 
height. To complete the rose, dip into 
the white powder & place the bead in 
the center of the rose.

13  Put the tip of your brush in the 
center of the bead & create a 
hole, stretch the hole out, 

breaking it apart & turn it into itself, 
creating a swirl. 

14
Double-dip the brush into 
alternate colors & pick up a 
bead to create the first leaf. 

Position the bead between 2 petals, 
then place the tip of the brush towards 
the center. Use the tip of your brush to 
cut in the veins & shape the leaf. Keep 
adding  leaves to fill in the design. 

MAKING 3D FLOWERS 

PRO TIPS 
• Use a #3 or #4 brush for your 
rose sculpting. A stiff brush allows 
you to use pressure to flatten out 
the beads.

PRO TIPS 
• The drier the bead, the higher 
it will stand up. So work with drier 
beads as you get closer to the 
center of the flower.
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FINAL RESULT
In this workbook the art of sculpting a 3D rose was demonstrated 
alongside the double-dipping method of using 2 colors 
simultaneously to add depth & a color gradation for a more realistic 
effect. Strong texture & color, the technique of building up a rose 
layer by layer using slightly drier beads with each round of beads, 
was fully explored. 


